Sequential downgrading of dysplasia in ulcerative colitis using carbon dioxide-based cryotherapy

An 80-year old Caucasian woman with a 35-year history of left-sided ulcerative colitis (UC) underwent surveillance colonoscopy in January 2009. A random biopsy of the rectum revealed chronic colitis with low-grade dysplasia. A repeat colonoscopy in May 2009 revealed a polypoid area 3 cm from the anal verge with histological examination revealing low and high grade dysplasia. The patient declined colectomy and an attempt was made at local surgical excision. Biopsies revealed both low and high grade dysplasia with positive margins. The patient again refused colectomy. Two attempts were made to ablate visible dysplasia with argon plasma coagulation, but follow-up colonoscopies demonstrated recurrence including lesions at the dentate line. A novel approach utilizing carbon dioxide (CO2)-based cryotherapy (GI Supply, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania, USA) was initiated. Five treatment sessions were carried out at 8-week intervals with ablation of all dysplastic areas. At each session eight, 15-second pulses were applied. The patient reported no bleeding, diarrhea, or discomfort with the treatments. Histopathological examination revealed progressive downgrading and eventual ablation of all dysplastic mucosa (Fig. 1a–c).

We believe this is the first report of successful treatment of dysplasia in UC with cryotherapy. A recent study by Xue et al. revealed that CO2-based cryotherapy was highly effective in eradicating intestinal metaplasia and low grade dysplasia in 22 subjects with Barrett’s esophagus after a median of two treatments [1]. At 6 months, only 3/22 subjects exhibited recurrence of intestinal metaplasia. Similarly, Shaheen et al. reported that liquid nitrogen-based cryotherapy was successful in treating Barrett’s esophagus with high grade dysplasia [2]. Rates of eradication of high grade dysplasia, low grade dysplasia, and intestinal metaplasia after a mean of four treatments were 97 %, 87 %, and 57 %, respectively. Cryotherapy may be an effective treatment alternative to surgery in appropriate patients with UC (with an isolated area of dysplasia) who are poor candidates for colectomy or in those who refuse a surgical approach.
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